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This paper introduces an updated formulation of a five-step procedure dealing
with the design of fluid viscous dampers for the seismic retrofitting of existing
frame buildings. The original design procedure is known as the “direct five-step
procedure,” and is articulated into 5 consecutive steps guiding the designer from
the identification of the expected seismic performances, to the sizing of the added
viscous dampers up to the final verification of the seismic behavior through non-
linear dynamic time history analyses. The procedure leads to the full definition of
themechanical characteristics of the commercial non-linear viscous dampers and
allows to estimate the maximum dissipative forces acting in the dampers and the
internal forces in the frame members. The objective of the design procedure,
when applied to a new building, is to size the dampers in order to keep the
structural elements within the linear elastic range considering a “rare” earthquake
design level. However, when dealing with an existing building, especially if
originally designed considering vertical loads only, the insertion of viscous
dampers could be not sufficient to keep the structural elements in the elastic
range. Thus, it might be necessary to accept local plastic excursion of the
structural elements, by taking into account the ductility capacity (albeit
probably limited) of the structural members (hysteretic dissipation associated
with damage in beams and columns). This latter aspect is explicitly considered
in the updated formulation of the “direct five-step procedure” presented here
through the introduction of an overall response reduction factor accounting for
both the ductility capacity of the structural members and the viscous damping
provided by the added dampers. The design procedure is then applied to a 11-
storey frame structure case study, which is representative of reinforced concrete
buildings designed for vertical loads only. Three different retrofitting design
strategies are considered, based on different exploitation of viscous energy
dissipation provided by the dampers and hysteretic energy dissipation due to
the excursion of the structural members into the inelastic regime.
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1 Introduction

Energy dissipation represents a consolidated concept for the
mitigation of the seismic effects in building structures
(Constantinou et al., 1993; Foti et al., 1998; Christopoulos and
Filiatrault, 2006; Liang et al., 2011; Foti, 2014a; Foti, 2014b).
Among all possible types of seismic dissipators, fluid viscous
dampers have widely proven to be effective in seismic protection
of frame structures. However, their application is still limited. This is
also due lack of specific code prescriptions and simple design
procedures. For instance, the Italian building code (NTC, 2018)
does not provide explicit indications for the design of buildings
equipped with viscous dampers, while specific design procedures
and indications are given for seismic isolation devices.

The applicative guidelines of the Italian building code (hereafter
referred to as Circular (C.S.LL.PP. Consiglio Superiore dei Lavori
Pubblici, 2019)) distinguish between velocity-dependent dissipation
devices and displacement-dependent devices, underlining their
common goal of reducing deformations to contain damage and
avoid collapse of the structure, and highlighting the importance of a
seismic vulnerability analysis for an existing building to be
strengthened. Nevertheless, the Circular does not suggest neither
pre-dimensioning/design formulas for the different types of
dampers, nor practical indications regarding how the ductile
capacities of the existing structure could be taken into account.

In the last decades several design procedures for frame buildings
equipped with viscous dampers were proposed in the literature
(Constantinou et al., 1993; Green, 1987; Constantinou and Symans,
1992; Takewaki, 1997; Pekcan et al., 1999; Shea, 1999; Shukla and
Datta, 1999; Takewaki, 2000; Garcia, 2001; Ramirez, 2001; Rami
et al., 2002; Singh and Moreschi, 2002; Manual, 2003; Ramirez et al.,
2003; Whi et al., 2003; Kasai and Kibayashi, 2004; Levy and Lavan,
2006; Takewaki, 2011; Weng et al., 2012; Landi et al., 2014),
including the “five-step procedure” (Trombetti and Silvestri,
2004; Trombetti and Silvestri, 2006; Silvestri et al., 2010; Palermo
et al., 2013a; Palermo et al., 2013b; Palermo et al., 2015; Trombetti
et al., 2015; Palermo et al., 2017a) and the “direct five-step
procedure” (Palermo et al., 2016; Palermo et al., 2017b; Palermo
et al., 2018) developed by some of the authors. This latter design
procedure consists of 5 consecutive steps and is based on the
identification of a target seismic performance to be achieved,
such as a target damping ratio. The preliminary design of the
dampers and the assessment of the seismic performances of the
frame structure is fully developed with analytical formulas, while the
final verification of the seismic behavior need to be conducted
through non-linear dynamic time-history analyses. The
procedure aims at defining the main mechanical characteristics of
the commercial fluid viscous dampers which are typically governed
by a non-linear force-velocity relationship (F � cNL · vα, where cNL

indicates the non-linear damping coefficient and α the damping
exponent). It also allows to estimate the maximum forces exerted by
the dampers and the internal forces in the structural members of the
frame building.

In the case of new frame buildings, the main design principle is
to keep the structural elements within the linear elastic range for a
“rare” earthquake design level. Nevertheless, in the case of existing
frame buildings designed for vertical loads only, the introduction of
a damper system could be not sufficient to keep the structural

elements in the elastic range. Therefore, it might be necessary to
accept local plastic excursion of the structural elements, by taking
into account the limited ductility capacity of the structural members
and the associated hysteretic dissipation resulting from structural
damage. The paper proposes a new formulation of the “direct five-
step procedure” specifically targeted to existing buildings which
accounts for the ductility capacity of the structural members. This
new formulation is introduced in Section 2 and then applied in
Sections 3 and 4 to a 11-storey Reinforced Concrete (RC) case study
building.

The rationale behind the method is general and independent
from the specific code while its implementation for practical design
requires the reference to a specific building code. Therefore, the
current manuscript has been written with reference to the Italian
code (NTC, 2018).

2 The “direct five-step procedure”
tailored for existing buildings

2.1 Overview of the “direct five-step
procedure”

The original “direct five-step procedure” for the design of frame
structures equipped with fluid-viscous dampers was proposed by
some of the authors (Palermo et al., 2018). The procedure applies to
yielding frame structures with a generic along-the-height
distribution of inter-storey viscous dampers. It is aimed at
guiding the designer through the sizing and verification of both
viscous dampers and structural elements.

The design procedure is based on 5 consecutive steps. In
STEP 1 the expected seismic performance objectives are
identified leading to the evaluation of the total response
reduction factor accounting for both the ductility demand and
the viscous damping provided by the added dampers, as detailed
in Section 2.2. Then, in STEP 2, the linear damping coefficients of
the added viscous dampers are computed in order to reduce the
structural response according to the selected target damping
ratio. Analytical formulas are employed in STEP 3 to estimate
the design values of the peak velocities and dissipation forces in
the dissipative devices, while an energy criterion is used in STEP
4 to identify the equivalent non-linear damping coefficient of the
actual manufactured viscous dampers. Finally, in STEP 5, the
internal forces in the structural elements can be estimated
through the envelope of two Equivalent Static Analyses (ESA).
Non-linear dynamic time history analyses are then carried out to
conduct the final verifications.

In particular, for the specific case of inter-storey placement of
viscous dampers of equal size, the following direct formulas can be
used to estimate both the required damping coefficient and the
minimum axial stiffness (fluid + support component) of the
commercial non-linear dampers:

cNL � �ξvisc · 2πT1
· W
g
· N + 1

n
( ) · 1

cos 2 θ

· 0.8 · Se T1, �ηξ( )
2π/T1

· 2
N + 1

· cos θ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠1−α

(1)
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kaxial ≥ 10 · �ξvisc · 2π
T1

( )2

· W
g
· N + 1

n
( ) · 1

cos 2 θ
(2)

For existing buildings, the insertion of dampers reduces the
deformations and internal forces in the structural elements, and, in
the case of structural response beyond the elastic limit, the ductility
demand. In the latter case, the available ductility capacity (although
probably limited) can be properly considered in the design phase,
especially when dealing with old existing buildings designed for
vertical loads only (often characterized by reduced seismic
capacities). Therefore, in these cases, it might be necessary to
partially account for a portion of the available ductility, when
designing the added fluid viscous dampers.

In this regard, it is worth pointing out that, in order to consider
the coupling of the hysteretic damping provided by the structural
elements with the viscous damping provided by the dampers, non-
linear dynamic analyses have to be carried out as also recommended
by technical codes, such as the Italian code (NTC, 2018). In fact,
when dealing with the conventional design based on the response
spectrum method, the reduction factor η adopted to reduce the
ordinates of the elastic design spectra should only account either for
the hysteretic damping (through the behavior factor q) associated to
the ductility and damage of beams and columns or, alternatively, for
the viscous damping (through the damping ratio ξ) provided by the
added viscous dampers.

In light of this premise, in the next section, a specific focus will be
given on STEP 1 of the “direct five-step procedure” with the aim of
providing a novel formulation able to combine these two sources of
energy dissipation. The reader interested in a more complete
understanding of the other steps of the procedure may refer to
(Silvestri et al., 2010; Palermo et al., 2017b; Palermo et al., 2018).

2.2 STEP 1: new formulation for existing
buildings

In STEP 1, the overall seismic performances are identified
and, consequently, the total target reduction factor ηtot is
evaluated. The overall target seismic performance to be
achieved through the insertion of the added dampers is here
assumed as the full seismic retrofitting according to the Italian
code (NTC, 2018), implying that the seismic capacity of the
retrofitted building must be, at least, the same as that of a new
building to be designed on the same site of the existing one.
Consequently, the total target reduction factor ηtot is set equal to
the Capacity (C)/Demand (D) ratio between the maximum
seismic action that can be withstood by the structure (C) and
the seismic action provided by the code for the design of a new
building (D):

ηtot �
C

D
(3)

Both C and D can be evaluated either considering the global
seismic response of the entire structure in terms of base shear (Vbase)
vs. roof displacement (droof) capacity curve, or considering the C/D
ratios of the single elements (e.g., bending moment, shear force in
the most stressed beams and/or columns).

In this work, the focus will be on the global seismic response. For
this aim, the capacity C may be evaluated from the results of a non-
linear static (e.g., pushover) analysis. In this case, the actual capacity
curve can be transformed into an equivalent bilinear curve
according to well-known methods (as the N2 method reported in
the EC8 (Eurocode 8, 2005) or the equal energy criterion reported in
the Italian building code (NTC, 2018)).

For illustrative purposes, Figure 1A provides a qualitative
representation of the equivalent bilinear capacity curve of the
whole building in terms of Vbase vs. droof. The capacity C is
assumed equal to the yielding base shear F*

y. The demand D is
assumed equal to the base shear of the equivalent linear structure,
Vbase,LS, under the design earthquake. It can be estimated, depending
on the desired level of approximation, from different types of seismic
analysis, such as the equivalent linear static analysis, the linear
dynamic analysis with elastic design response spectrum, or the linear
dynamic time-history analysis using a set of earthquake acceleration
records compatible with the elastic design spectrum.

The ductility capacity (μC) is evaluated as the ratio between the
ultimate (d*u) and the yielding (d*y) displacements: μC � d*u/d

*
y. The

maximum behavior factor qmax can then be set, by virtue of the
equal displacement rule (Chopra, 2012), equal to the ductility
capacity: qmax � μC.

Once the total target reduction factor ηtot has been determined
from the desired target performance, several Design Strategies (DS,
as illustrated in Figure 1B) can be adopted by the appropriate
combination of the reduction factors due to hysteretic damping
(�ηq) and viscous damping (�ηξ) based on the formulation proposed
by (Palermo et al., 2013b):

ηtot � �ηq · �ηξ (4)

If a behaviour factor q< qmax associated to the hysteretic
damping is assumed (i.e., �ηq � 1/q), then the target reduction
factor due to viscous damping (�ηξ) can be evaluated as follows:

�ηξ �
ηtot
�ηq

(5)

The target damping ratio �ξvisc � �ξ − ξintr to be obtained with the
additional viscous damper system (taking into account the presence
of intrinsic damping equal to ξintr = 5%) is then evaluated by
inverting the well-known formulation proposed by Bommer et al.
(2000) and adopted by the EC8 (Eurocode 8, 2005) and the Italian
code (NTC, 2018):

�ηξ �


10

5 + ξ intr + �ξvisc

√
(6)

leading to:

�ξvisc �
10 1 − �ηξ

2( )
�ηξ

(7)

It should be remarked that, since the ductility resources of the
existing structure are limited to μC, in any case, the damper system
must be selected such as to provide at least a minimum damping
ratio ξ min, corresponding to �ηξ min

� �ηtot/�ηqmax
, where �ηqmax

�
1/qmax � 1/μC.
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If, instead, a target viscous damping ratio (�ξvisc) (corresponding
to a damping reduction factor �ηξ) is assumed, the inversion of Eq. 4
allows us to obtain an estimation of the ductility demand and thus
the target reduction factor due to hysteretic dissipation:

�ηq �
ηtot
�ηξ

(8)

In the latter case, the designer should check that the obtained
ductility demand is smaller than the ductility capacity, i.e., �ηq ≥ �ηqmax

.
For illustrative purposes, three different design strategies (DS)

are represented in Figure 1B, based on three different combinations
of hysteretic and viscous dissipation. DS1 is mostly based on
hysteretic dissipation, with a reduced amount of viscous damping
provided by the added dampers. DS2 is mostly based on viscous
damping (e.g., equivalent damping ratio larger than the one related
to DS1), with a limited use of hysteretic dissipation, thus limiting
structural damages. DS3 is uniquely based on viscous damping (e.g.,
equivalent damping ratio larger than the one related to DS2), thus
completely avoiding structural damages.

3 The case study building

3.1 Building description and Finite Element
analysis

The case study here considered is a 11-storey reinforced concrete
building located in Bologna (Italy) and designed in the 1970s. The
building has a rectangular shape in plan (Figure 2A) with
dimensions equal to 44 m (along the longitudinal direction X)
and 9.60 m (along the transversal direction Y). It has a total
height of 33 m, while the inter-storey height is equal to 3 m. The
RC beams have the height contained within the floor thickness,
while the columns have different rectangular cross-sections varying
both in plan and elevation. The floors are oriented along the
longitudinal (X) direction and are assumed to be rigid in their
plane, due to the presence of a 5 cm thick concrete slab. Each floor

has a total thickness of 25 cm. Class C25/30 concrete and B450C
steel are considered. The reinforcement bars are evaluated according
to the “simulated design approach” starting from the original design
drawings and considering the design rules and code requirements at
the time of the design. More in detail, the longitudinal reinforcement
bars in the columns were designed to have a cross sectional area
larger than 0.5% of the gross area of the concrete section and globally
higher than 1%. The longitudinal reinforcement bars in the beams
were designed to have a cross a sectional area larger than 0.15% of
the gross area of the concrete section, both in the tension side and in
the compressed side.

The Finite Element (FE) analyses are carried out using the
commercial software SAP2000 NL (Comput. Struct. Inc, 2007).
Both linear and non-linear FE models are considered. The non-
linear behaviour of the structural elements (i.e., beams and columns)
is modeled with flexural plastic hinges placed at both ends of each
beam and column. The bending moment–curvature diagram of each
plastic hinge has been evaluated on the basis of the actual
reinforcement bars and of the axial force corresponding to dead
and live loads at their characteristic values, without load partial safety
factors (i.e., rare combination at the Serviceability Limit State);
isotropic hysteresis type has been assumed. Shear failure has not
been considered. The assumption is reasonable in case the shear
strength of all the structural elements would be adequately increased
by means of localized structural reinforcement interventions (e.g.,
bands with fiber-reinforced polymeric materials) aimed at: 1)
guaranteeing a shear strength higher than the shear force
corresponding to the formation of bending plastic hinges (bending
capacity suitably increased with overstrength factors), according to the
capacity design; 2) increasing the ductility capacity of the cross-
section. The viscous dampers, sized to achieve the desired seismic
performances, as detailed in Section 4, are modeled using NL-link
elements. Both linear (with linear damping coefficient cL) and
corresponding non-linear (with non-linear damping coefficient cNL

and α � 0.15) dampers are considered. Clearly, the values of the linear
and corresponding non-linear damping coefficient and axial stiffness
are computed following the “direct five-step procedure”.

FIGURE 1
(A) Illustration of the target performance point, identified by the blue square (NLD). NL, non-linear response of the existing structure as it is. NLD,
non-linear response of the existing structure with dampers. L, response of the equivalent linear structure. LD, response of the equivalent linear structure
response with dampers. (B) Illustration of the design strategies, based on different distributions of the reduction factor of the seismic response between
viscous dissipation and hysteretic dissipation.
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In detail, a total number of 14 different FE models have been
developed, including:

• Twoundamped (U)models. They are representative of the as-built
building without added dampers, namely, an undamped linear
model (U-LS) and an undamped non-linear model (U-NLS).

• Six damped (D) models with linear structural elements (LS) and
linear or non-linear dampers (LD or NLD). They are
representative of the retrofitted building according to the DS1,
DS2 and DS3 design strategies.

• Six damped (D) models with non-linear structural elements
(NLS) and linear or non-linear dampers (LD or NLD). They
are representative of the retrofitted building according to the
three different design strategies (DS1, DS2 andDS3) fully detailed
in Section 3.3.

The nomenclature adopted to identify the different FE models of
the case study building is summarized in Table 1.

The SAP2000 undamped FE model is represented in Figure 2B.
The linear and non-linear FE models, as listed in Table 1, are

used to carry out the FE analyses necessary to verify the seismic
performances. Equivalent static analyses and non-linear static
analyses are carried out on the U-LS and U-NLS models to
evaluate the seismic vulnerability of the as-built building and to
compute the C/D ratio.

The linear and non-linear dynamic time-history analyses are
conducted on both the undamped models and the damped
models. The seismic input consists of a set of 7 artificial
accelerograms generated with the software SIMQKE
(Vanmarcke et al., 1990), using as Intensity Measure the
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and in order to be
compatible with the design elastic spectrum associated to the
“rare” earthquake design level, according to the Italian code
(NTC, 2018). However, within the proposed procedure various
and/or vector-valued Intensity Measures (Palermo et al., 2014;
Castaldo and Miceli, 2023) and different spectral shapes can be

FIGURE 2
(A) Structural building plan. (B) SAP 2000 3D FE model. (C) Pseudoacceleration spectra of the 7 artificial earthquakes compared with the elastic
design spectrum of the Italian code (NTC, 2018).
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adopted to select natural or artificial ground motions. Figure 2C
shows the pseudoacceleration response spectra of the 7 artificial seismic
records.

The fundamental periods of vibration are determined through a
modal analysis conducted on the U-LS model of the structure. The
first mode of vibration has a translational mode shape along the X
direction and a period of vibration equal to 1.58 s. The second mode
of vibration has a translational mode shape along the Y direction and
a period of vibration equal to 2.29 s.

3.2 The seismic vulnerability analysis

The assessment of the seismic vulnerability of the as-built structure
has been conducted by performing two sets of non-linear static (e.g.,
pushover) analyses with the floor horizontal forces applied along the X
and Y directions. Two along-the-height distributions of lateral floor
forces are considered: 1) uniform and 2) proportional to the fundamental
modal shape.

Figure 3A shows the pushover curves (continuous line) along
the X and Y direction, for both uniform and first-mode
proportional lateral loads distribution, in terms of Vbase vs.
droof along with their corresponding equivalent bilinear curves
(dashed line) with an indication of the obtained values of the base
shear capacity (Fy*) and ductility capacity (μC), according to equal
energy criterion.

The base shear demand is evaluated through two equivalent
static analyses developed along the X and Y directions. The
horizontal floor loads are estimated from the elastic design
spectrum ordinate at the fundamental periods
(Se(T1 � 1.58s, η � 1) � 0.177g and Se(T1 � 2.29s, η � 1) �
0.121g along the X and Y directions, respectively). The seismic
weight is associated with the “rare” Serviceability Limit State (SLS)
load combination according to the Italian code (NTC, 2018). The
resulting total seismic weight of the building is 45,050 kN. The total
base shear demand along the X direction is equal to approximately
6,500 kN and, therefore, the C/D ratio of the building in the current
state is equal to 0.692. Along the Y direction the total base shear

TABLE 1 The nomenclature adopted for all the developed FE models-.

U-LS LD-LS NLD-LS U-NLS LD-NLS NLD-NLS

No dampers (as-built) U-LS / / U-NLS / /

DS1 ξ�visc = 10% / LD10-LS NLD10-LS / LD10-NLS NLD10-NLS

DS2 ξ�visc = 20% / LD20-LS NLD20-LS / LD20-NLS NLD20-NLS

DS3 ξ�visc = 30% / LD30-LS NLD30-LS / LD30-NLS NLD30-NLS

FIGURE 3
Pushover curves as obtained with: (A) uniform distribution of lateral floor forces; (B) lateral forces proportional to the first mode shape.
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demand is equal to approximately 4,700 kN and, therefore, the C/D
ratio of the building in the current state is equal to
approximately 0.468.

3.3 Design strategies for the seismic
retrofitting

The “direct five-step procedure” adapted to existing buildings, as
discussed in Section 2, has been implemented to design the system of
added viscous dampers. The damping system configuration is
characterized, as shown in Figure 4A, by 16 devices at each
storey, 8 of them working along the X direction, while the
remaining 8 working along the Y direction.

The design of the damping system is performed assuming a total
target reduction factor (STEP 1) equal to ηtot � 0.56, while the
maximum available behavior factor corresponds to the ductility
capacity, i.e., qmax � μC � 4.35. Based on these initial assumptions,
three different design strategies (DS) have been investigated. Each
design strategy leads to a different structural response, as
qualitatively depicted in Figure 1B, namely, a global elastic structural
response when considering the DS3 (based on high viscous damping),
an incipient global yielding when considering the DS2 (based on
moderate viscous damping), and a limited excursion in the inelastic
field when considering the DS1 (based on low viscous damping).

In each DS, a precise value for the equivalent viscous damping ratio
(�ξvisc) is assumed (e.g., �ξvisc � 10% for DS1, �ξvisc � 20% for DS2 and
�ξvisc � 30% for DS3) and the corresponding behavior factor q is

computed according to the formulation presented in Section 2.2. The
computed q value should correspond, assuming the equal displacement
rule, to the ductility demand under the design earthquake. Table 2
summarizes the design process (from the left to the right) and the target
performances for the three design strategies. For instance, with reference
to theDS2, the application of the “direct five-step procedure” leads to the
following values of linear and non-linear damping coefficients, equal for
all dampers: 8553 kNs/m and 392 kN(s/m)α along the X direction, while
5352 kNs/m and 252 kN(s/m)α along the Y direction.

As already mentioned in Section 2.2, the target reduction factors
are evaluated with reference to the global response of the structure
(pushover curve). However, in the design phase, also the local
response of the structural elements should be checked and the
required specific local strengthening interventions must be designed.

4 The verification of the actual seismic
performances

The verification of the actual seismic performances of the case
study building is carried out through linear and non-linear dynamic
time-history analyses, considering the FE models listed in Table 1
and represented in Figure 4B (corresponding to the three design
strategies) and the set of the seven artificial seismic records, as
described in Section 3.2.

Figure 5 graphically summarizes the main results of the dynamic
analyses in terms of Vbase vs. droof values along the X and Y
directions. Each colored squared mark represents the average

FIGURE 4
(A) Plan view with identification of the spans where the dampers are located. (B) SAP 2000 3D FE model of the building with the added viscous
dampers.
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values over the 7 seismic responses to the considered earthquake
inputs. For the same color class (green, blue, violet and yellow), a
color scale from lighter to darker is adopted to distinguish the
response associated with the three design strategies, while the black
and red marks indicate the response of the linear undamped and
damped structures, respectively. The blue marks can be considered
as the actual responses since they account for the presence of the
non-linear commercial dampers and the non-linear behaviour of the
structural elements The pushover capacity curves (continuous black
curve) and their corresponding bilinear capacity curves (dashed
black curves) are also shown in the figures. It can be noticed that the
responses of the three non-linear damped models representative of
the different design strategies (blue marks) are close to each other
thus indicating that, overall, the three design strategies lead to
similar global reductions. In addition, as expected, the DS3 leads
to the higher response reduction. This is clearly due to the fact that
DS3 is based on a smaller value of total reduction factor (ηtot � 0.5)
with respect to the one associated with the other two
DSs (ηtot � 0.56).

The obtained results can be quantitatively interpreted by
introducing several response reduction factors related to the base
shear, ηVbase

, and to the peak roof displacement, ηdroof, as detailed
below:

• The inelastic response due to hysteretic dissipation for the

undamped structure. It is quantified by comparing the

responses of the U-LS and U-NLS models: ηVbase,U−LS→U−NLS �
Vbase,U−NLS

Vbase,U−LS and ηdroof,U−LS→U−NLS � droof,U−NLS

droof,U−LS
. The base shear

reduction factor should be compared with the reduction
factor corresponding to the maximum available behaviour
factor ηqmax

, while the roof displacement reduction factor
indicates how well the equal displacement rule is satisfied
for the undamped structure.

• The viscous energy dissipation due to the dampers. It is quantified

by comparing the responses of the U-LS and NLD-LS models:

ηVbase,U−LS→NLD−LS � Vbase,NLD−LS
Vbase,U−LS and ηdroof,U−LS→NLD−LS � droof,NLD−LS

droof,U−LS
.

Both reduction factors should be compared with the target
reduction factor ηξ .

• The effectiveness of the equivalent energy criterion adopted to
dimension the non-linear dampers. It is quantified by comparing
the responses of the LD-LS and NLD-LS models:

ηVbase,LD−LS→NLD−LS � Vbase,NLD−LS
Vbase,LD−LS and ηdroof,LD−LS→NLD−LS �

droof,NLD−LS
droof,LD−LS

.
• The inelastic response due to hysteretic dissipation for the
damped structure. It is quantified by comparing the responses
of the NLD-LS and NLD-NLS models: ηVbase,NLD−LS→NLD−NLS �
Vbase ,NLD−NLS

Vbase ,NLD−LS
and ηdroof,NLD−LS→NLD−NLS � droof,NLD−NLS

droof,NLD−LS
. The base

shear reduction factor should be compared with the reduction
factor corresponding to the maximum available behaviour factor
ηqmax

, while the roof displacement reduction factor indicates how
well the equal displacement rule is satisfied for the damped
structure.

• The theoretical total reduction due to the hysteretic and viscous
dissipation. It is quantified by comparing the responses of the
U-LS and NLD-NLS models: ηVbase,U−LS→NLD−NLS � Vbase,NLD−NLS

Vbase,U−LS

TABLE 2 Summary of the target performances for the three design strategies.

Overall target
reduction factor ηtot

Viscous damping
ratio �ξvisc

Target reduction factor ηξ
due to viscous damping

Target reduction factor ηq due
to hysteretic dissipation

Behaviour
factor q

DS1 ηtot = 0.56 �ξvisc � 10% ηξ = 0.71 ηq = 0.80 q = 1.26

DS2 ηtot = 0.56 �ξvisc � 20% ηξ = 0.58 ηq = 0.97 q = 1.03

DS3 ηtot = 0.50 �ξvisc � 30% ηξ = 0.50 ηq = 1.00 q = 1.00

FIGURE 5
(A) Mean structural response along the X direction due to 7 artificial seismic events. (B) Mean structural response along the Y direction due to
7 artificial seismic events.
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and ηdroof,U−LS→NLD−NLS � droof,NLD−NLS

droof,U−LS
. Both response reduction

factors should be compared with the total reduction factor ηtot.
• The actual total reduction due to the hysteretic and viscous
dissipation. It is quantified by comparing the responses of the

U-NLS and NLD-NLS models: ηVbase,U−NLS→NLD−NLS �
Vbase,NLD−NLS

Vbase,U−NLS
and ηdroof,U−NLS→NLD−NLS � droof,NLD−NLS

droof,U−NLS
. The roof

displacement reduction factor should be compared with the
reduction factor ηξ due to viscous damping, whilst the base shear

TABLE 3 Summary of the definitions of the response reduction factors and their reference/check values.

Performance verification Referring
models

Response reduction factor Reference value and check / Target
reduction factor

Undamped
case

Reliability of the equal displacement rule in the
undamped case

U-LS → U-NLS ηdroof ,U−LS→U−NLS � droof ,U−NLS

droof ,U−LS
The closer to 1, the more reliable the rule

Available ductility in the undamped case ηVbase ,U−LS→U−NLS � Vbase,U−NLS

Vbase,U−LS
Should be larger than ηqmax � 1/μC

Damped case Viscous energy dissipation due to dampers U-LS → NLD-LS ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD−LS � droof ,NLD−LS
droof ,U−LS

To be compared with ηξ

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD−LS � Vbase,NLD−LS
Vbase,U−LS

Non-linear dampers effectiveness (verification
of the equal energy criterion)

LD-LS→ NLD-LS ηdroof ,LD−LS→NLD−LS � droof ,NLD−LS
droof ,LD−LS

The closer to 1, the more effective the equal
energy criterion

ηVbase ,LD−LS→NLD−LS � Vbase,NLD−LS
Vbase,LD−LS

Reliability of the equal displacement rule in the
damped case

NLD-LS →
NLD-NLS

ηdroof ,NLD−LS→NLD−NLS � droof ,NLD−NLS

droof ,NLD−LS
The closer to 1, the more reliable the rule

Available ductility in the damped case ηVbase ,NLD−LS→NLD−NLS � Vbase ,NLD−NLS

Vbase ,NLD−LS
Should be larger than ηqmax � 1/μC

Theoretical total response reduction U-LS →
NLD-NLS

ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD−NLS � droof ,NLD−NLS

droof ,U−LS
To be compared with ηtot

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD−NLS � Vbase,NLD−NLS

Vbase,U−LS

Actual total response reduction U-NLS →
NLD-NLS

ηdroof ,U−NLS→NLD−NLS � droof ,NLD−NLS

droof ,U−NLS

To be compared with ηξ

ηVbase ,U−NLS→NLD−NLS � Vbase,NLD−NLS

Vbase,U−NLS
Should be smaller than 1, representing the

additional advantage provided by dampers in
moving the performance point to the left in the

capacity curve

FIGURE 6
Structural response from dynamic time-history analysis of DS2 models with graphical identification of the response reduction factors through
arrows.
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TABLE 4 Values of the response reduction factors obtained for the three design strategies.

Design strategy Referring models Response reduction factor Reference value and check / Target
reduction factor

No dampers (As-built) U-LS → U-NLS ηdroof ,U−LS→U−NLS � 0.69 Sufficient reliability of the equal displacement rule for the
undamped structure: roughly 30% discrepancy between the

maximum displacement

ηVbase ,U−LS→U−NLS � 0.61 Should be larger than ηqmax � 1/4.35 � 0.23. Verified with a
large margin (three times)

DS1 U-LS → NLD10-LS ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD10−LS � 0.43 To be compared with ηξ � 0.71

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD10−LS � 0.58 Very conservative results

LD10-LS → NLD10-LS ηdroof ,LD10−LS→NLD10−LS � 0.89 High effectiveness of the equal energy criterion for the
moderately damped structure

ηVbase ,LD10−LS→NLD10−LS � 0.87

NLD10-LS → NLD10-NLS ηdroof ,NLD10−LS→NLD10−NLS � 0.93 High reliability of the equal displacement rule for the
moderately damped structure

ηVbase ,NLD10−LS→NLD10−NLS � 0.88 Should be larger than ηqmax � 1/4.35 � 0.23

Verified with a very large margin (four times)

U-LS → NLD10-NLS ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD10−NLS � 0.40 To be compared with ηtot � 0.56

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD10−NLS � 0.51 Very conservative result for the roof displacement

Conservative result for the base shear

U-NLS → NLD10-NLS ηdroof ,U−NLS→NLD10−NLS � 0.58 To be compared with ηξ � 0.71

Very conservative result

ηVbase ,U−NLS→NLD10−NLS � 0.84 Good effectiveness in reducing the base shear demand by
moving to the left the performance point on the capacity

curve

DS2 U-LS → NLD20-LS ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD20−LS � 0.36 To be compared with ηξ � 0.58

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD20−LS � 0.57 Conservative result for the roof displacement

Perfect agreement for the base shear

LD20-LS → NLD20-LS ηdroof ,LD20−LS→NLD20−LS � 1.00 Very high effectiveness of the equal energy criterion for the
intermediately damped structure

ηVbase ,LD20−LS→NLD20−LS � 0.91

NLD20-LS → NLD20-NLS ηdroof ,NLD20−LS→NLD20−NLS � 0.98 Very high reliability of the equal displacement rule for the
intermediately damped structure

ηVbase ,NLD20−LS→NLD20−NLS � 0.88 Should be larger than ηqmax � 1/4.35 � 0.23

Verified with a very large margin (four times)

U-LS → NLD20-NLS ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD20−NLS � 0.35 To be compared with ηtot � 0.56

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD20−NLS � 0.51 Very conservative result for the roof displacement

Conservative result for the base shear

U-NLS → NLD20-NLS ηdroof ,U−NLS→NLD20−NLS � 0.51 To be compared with ηξ � 0.58

Very conservative result

ηVbase ,U−NLS→NLD20−NLS � 0.84 Good effectiveness in reducing the base shear demand by
moving to the left the performance point on the capacity

curve

DS3 U-LS → NLD30-LS ηdroof ,U−LS→NLD30−LS � 0.32 To be compared with ηξ � 0.50

ηVbase ,U−LS→NLD30−LS � 0.55 Conservative result for the roof displacement

Fair agreement for the base shear

LD30-LS → NLD30-LS ηdroof ,LD30−LS→NLD30−LS � 0.95 Very high effectiveness of the equal energy criterion for the
highly damped structure

ηVbase ,LD30−LS→NLD30−LS � 0.87

(Continued on following page)
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reduction factor quantifies the reduction of the excursion of the
building into the inelastic range represented by the shift of the
performance point to the left of the capacity curve of the
structure. Its quantitative value depends, therefore, on two
main aspects: the hardening ratio of the capacity curve, the
presence or absence of plastic deformations.

Table 3 summarizes the definitions of the response reduction
factors and their reference/check values.

For the sake of clearness, Figure 6 provides a graphical
representation of the above introduced response reduction factors
limited to the DS2. Similar graphs were obtained for the other two
design strategies. However, for the sake of conciseness, they are not
reported in the paper. The graphical representation of Figure 6
allows us to better appreciate the relationship between the effects of
the added dampers and the non-linear structural behaviour on the
global structural response and the reduction factors.

The values of the response reduction factors obtained for the
three considered DS are summarized in Table 4 and compared with
the corresponding target values.

The following observations can be made when comparing the
performances of undamped linear and non-linear models:

• The actual base shear reduction factor (ηVbase
� 0.61) is slightly

higher than the target one (ηtot � 0.56).
• The obtained value of the roof displacement reduction factor
(ηdroof � 0.69) indicates that the non-linear model exhibits a
quite reduced peak roof displacement demand with respect to
the linear model, thus indicating that the equal displacement
rule is not well verified.

The following observations can be made when comparing the
performances of the models corresponding to the three different
design strategies:

• Overall, the three design strategies lead to a very high energy
dissipation capacity (comparison between ηdroof,U−LS→NLD−LS
and target damping reduction factor ηξ) with actual reduction

factors smaller than the target ones. The result indicates that
the design procedure leads to conservative estimations.

• Overall, for the three design strategies the damped models with
non-linear dampers exhibit a higher effectiveness with respect to
the corresponding damped models with linear dampers (both
ηdroof,LD−LS→NLD−LS and ηVbase,LD−LS→NLD−LS are smaller or equal
than 1.00). The higher effectiveness provided by the non-linear
dampers was already shown in previous works dealing with the
application of the “five-step procedure” for new buildings
(Trombetti et al., 2015; Palermo et al., 2018).

• Overall, the three design strategies lead to theoretical global
performances (comparison between ηdroof,U−LS→NLD−NLS and
total target reduction factors ηtot) which are higher (+40%–

60%) than the corresponding target ones. The result indicates
that the design procedure leads to conservative estimations.

• Overall, the three design strategies lead to actual global
performances in terms of displacement response (comparison

between ηdroof,U−LS→NLD−LS and total target reduction factors ηtot)
which are in line with the corresponding targets.

It should be noted that the obtained numerical results are always
affected by model (epistemic) uncertainties that lead to unavoidable
discrepancies between the theoretical predictions, either analytical
or numerical, and the actual response of the structure (especially in
the case of non-linear models (Castaldo et al., 2020)) which hence
should be considered in design applications.

5 Conclusion

The paper presented a new formulation of the “direct five-step
procedure” for the design of added viscous dampers to be inserted
into existing buildings. The main aim of the procedure is to ensure a
seismic upgrade through a proper combination of the viscous dissipation
provided by the added fluid-viscous dampers together with the hysteretic
dissipation associated with the possible excursion of the structural
elements into the inelastic regime. The combination of the two
sources of energy dissipation leads to the introduction of a total target

TABLE 4 (Continued) Values of the response reduction factors obtained for the three design strategies.

Design strategy Referring models Response reduction factor Reference value and check / Target
reduction factor

NLD30-LS → NLD30-NLS ηdroof ,NLD30−LS→NLD30−NLS � 1.00 Perfect reliability of the equal displacement rule for the
highly damped structure

ηVbase ,NLD30−LS→NLD30−NLS � 0.90 Should be larger than ηqmax � 1/4.35 � 0.23

Verified with a very large margin (four times)

U-LS → NLD30-NLS ηdroof ,ULS→NLD30−NLS � 0.32 To be compared with ηtot � 0.50

ηVbase ,ULS→NLD30−NLS � 0.50 Very conservative result for the roof displacement

Perfect agreement for the base shear

U-NLS → NLD30-NLS ηdroof ,U−NLS→NLD30−NLS � 0.47 To be compared with ηξ � 0.50

Very good agreement

ηVbase ,U−NLS→NLD30−NLS � 0.82 Good effectiveness in reducing the base shear demand by
moving to the left the performance point on the capacity

curve
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reduction factor, which can be evaluated as the product of the damping
reduction factor (associated with the equivalent viscous damping ratio
provided by the added dampers) and the hysteretic reduction factor
(corresponding to the inverse of the assumed behavior factor). Clearly, the
behavior factor should be selected in order to be compatible with the
ductility capacity of the building (i.e., q< qmax) as evaluated from the
global capacity curve derived through pushover analysis.

The procedure was then applied to an existing reinforced concrete
case study building located in Bologna (Italy), by comparing three design
strategies based on a different combination of the two sources of energy
dissipation. The first strategy is based on a reduced amount of viscous
damping with the structure expected to exceed the elastic limit. The
second strategy is based on a moderate amount of viscous damping with
the structure expected to behave around the yielding point. Finally, the
third strategy is based on a high amount of viscous damping which
should lead to a full elastic structural response. The seismic performances
of the building with the three different damping systems were finally
verified through dynamic non-linear time history analyses.

The obtained results indicate that the procedure is capable to
achieve the desired target performances in terms of base shear and
roof displacement reduction. In fact, for the three analyzed cases, the
predictions in terms of base shear and roof displacement were
almost in line or conservative with respect to the expectations
(i.e., the obtained reduction factors resulted to be smaller than
the corresponding target values). This is a desirable property of a
design method which is targeted for the preliminary design phase.

In general, higher viscous energy dissipation is observed in the three
design strategies leading to higher reductions of the roof displacements
with respect to the target ones. This result was already noticed in
previous works related to the application of the five-step procedure to
new buildings and is mainly attributed to the higher effectiveness of the
non-linear dampers with respect to the equivalent linear ones.

The obtained results allow us to state that the method is enough
accurate for preliminary design purposes and it is quite effective for a
quick comparison between different design strategies. On the other
hand, the final design and verifications should, in any case, be
conducted by means of dynamic non-linear time history analysis.
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Nomenclature

F dissipative force developed by the fluid viscous damper

v velocity between the two damper ends

cL damping coefficient of the linear damper

cNL damping coefficient of the non-linear damper

α = 0.15 damping exponent of the non-linear damper

�ξvisc target damping ratio provided by the fluid viscous dampers

ξintr intrinsic damping ratio

T1 fundamental period of the structure

W total seismic weight of the building

g gravity acceleration (9.81 m/s2)

N total number of storeys of the building structure

n total number of dampers at each storey for each direction

θ angle of inclination of the dampers (average value) with respect to the horizontal line

kaxial axial stiffness of the diagonal dissipative brace (fluid + support rod)

Se(T1, �ηξ ) spectral ordinate at period T1 evaluated considering �ηξ

�ηξ �


10
5+ξ intr+�ξvisc

√
target reduction factor due to intrinsic (ξintr = 5%) and viscous damping (�ξvisc)

�ηq target reduction factor due to hysteretic dissipation

�ηtot target reduction factor due to total (viscous and hysteretic) dissipation

ηdroof response reduction factor in terms of roof displacement (as obtained by numerical analyses)

ηVbase
response reduction factor in terms of base shear (as obtained by numerical analyses)

μ general symbol for ductility (several subscripts will be used to indicate specific ductilities)

d general symbol for displacement (several subscripts and superscripts will be used to indicate specific displacements)

q behaviour factor

qmax maximum available behaviour factor

Vbase total base shear demand

droof displacement of the roof floor

F*y maximum base shear force of the equivalent bilinear response

d*y displacement corresponding to Fy*

d*max maximum displacement of the equivalent linear response

d*u ultimate displacement of the equivalent bilinear response
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